NOTES - It is imperative that no
pollution occurs as a result of the
works. Given the constraints of the
site and the flow regime on the St
Neot River (due to water releases
from Colliford Reservoir, summer
flows are often high in the St Neot
river with low flows only available
in Spring and Autumn). All dry
works are to be agreed with the
appointed Contractor prior to the
commencement of works including
structural details for the
reconstruction of the pre-barrage.

anticipated location of temporary dam
forming the main dry work area (minimum
1m high dam required at lowest bed level
location)

A
river flows diverted around proposed
work area to left-hand channel during
the main construction phase

All in-river works are to be
undertaken in fully bunded dry
working areas. Proprietary
AquaDams and or sand bagging is
to be used to create suitably sized
and enclosed in-river work areas. It
is anticipated three dry work areas
will be formed sequentially; the first,
located on the left-hand bank, to
facilitate the lowering of part of the
pre-barrage; the second, comprising
the main work area, to facilitate the
fish passage works; the third being a
repeat of the first area to allow the
pre-barrage to be reconstructed.
All works are to be undertaken in
strict compliance with PPG 5: Works
in, near or over watercourses and
also all relevant best practice
guidance.

existing weir glacis
(surface damage
made good)

anticipated location of temporary dam forming
dry work area to facilitate the lowering and
reconstruction of part of the pre-barrage
(required twice, at the start and finish of the
works)

Bio-security - the appointed
Contractor is to take appropriate
measures to control and minimise
any risks of transferring non-native
species and pathogens between
catchments, water bodies, sites and
farms or land owners. The
Westcountry Rivers Trust
Biosecurity Protocol is to be adhered
to at all times.

proposed extended
weir glacis

A
2.5m wide section of pre-barrage lowered
temporarily by ~500mm to receive all river
flows during the undertaking of the works - to
be rebuilt to match existing on completion of
the fish passage improvement works
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